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Randall Manufacturing Unveils Its New Randall Ramps Website
Elmhurst, Illinois – May 21, 2012 - Randall Manufacturing has launched its new website, www.randallramps.com, to
support the introduction of its all-new line of premium walkramps – Randall Ramps.
“Considerable thought has gone into our Web presence to support the new line of Randall Ramps,” said Fred
Jevaney, president of Randall Manufacturing. “The new website anchors our presence in the market and offers a
user-friendly experience combined with rich content and an impactful design.”
The new Randall Ramps website offers quick and easy access to key information showcased through videos,
photos and information pages. Key features of randallramps.com include:


Every ramp has a story – Online videos demonstrate each ramps’ advanced materials, innovative design
and progressive features not seen before in the foodservice market.



Access to photo galleries – Each ramp and lift assist is showcased through a comprehensive library of
images.



Quick reference documents – Product information pages feature useful and in-depth information such as
installation instructions, preventative maintenance and warranty details as well as frequently asked
questions (FAQs) and fast facts.

Additionally, Jevaney stated, “creating a dynamic link between the ramp and the driver was critical in the design of
Randall Ramps and lift assist. The website was created in the same vein - to clearly demonstrate the new standard
of walkramp performance, unsurpassed strength and best-in-class control.”
In 2012, randallramps.com will continue to evolve with more rich video content and social media. For more
information about Randall Ramps and to see the new website, visit www.randallramps.com.
Randall Ramps is a product line of Randall Manufacturing. For over 30 years Randall Manufacturing has been an
innovator in temperature zoning products, delivering a complete portfolio of integrated product solutions to the
transportation industry – insulated portable bulkheads, center divide systems, curtains, insulated pallet covers and
containers, strip doors and chutes.
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